TO 301417Z
FM USS SPEED
TO COMASWFORLANT
INFO SECNAV
CINCLANTFLT
CTF 136
OHO
CTG 136.1
CTG 136.3
USS KANKAKEE
CONFIDENTIAL
AMPLIFYING RPT NO 5.
MY 300216Z PRESENT POSIT 65-43N LONG 23-30N LAT. VP-5 AIRCRAFT
RELIEVED BY VP-7 AIRCRAFT. MOP CONTACTS REPEATEDLY GAINED. USS "M C
LAVE (DD-763) JOINED AT 301315Z. CONCIL EVALUATION POSITIVE, UNODIR
LAVE WILL REMAIN TO ASSIST WITH SOS-23 SONAR. HAVE NOT ATTEMPTED
SPECIAL SURFACING SIGNALS VIEWED AS PART OF LIFTED QUARANTINE.

DECLASSIFIED